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HELLA expands e-commerce activities in the aftermarket 

• Acquisition of iParts, the leading online shop of vehicle spare parts in Poland  

• Access to a powerful e-commerce platform 

• Accelerated expansion of proprietary online activities expected 

Warsaw/Lippstadt, 12 October 2016. HELLA KGaA Hueck & Co., a globally leading 

automotive supplier and one of the largest aftermarket distribution organisations for 

spare vehicle parts, wholesale and garage equipment in Europe, will further expand its 

e-commerce activities in the aftermarket business. By taking over Poland’s leading 

online shop of vehicle spare parts, iParts, HELLA intends to strengthen its proprietary e-

commerce activities and accelerate its future expansion. The focus will originally be on 

the northern and eastern European region.  

“The acquisition of iParts has given us access to a powerful and therefore highly 

attractive e-commerce platform for the vehicle spare parts aftermarket,” says Dr. Rolf 

Breidenbach, CEO of HELLA. “It marks an important step into the future since the 

internet will further gain in importance as a distribution channel in the aftermarket.” 

Warsaw-based iParts is the leading online shop for vehicle spare parts in Poland. 

Founded six years ago, the start-up currently offers over two million vehicle spare parts 

in its online shop (www.iParts.pl and further company owned domains) with over 

150,000 registered users and over half a million visits per month. The company 

generated annual revenues in the lower to mid single-digit million range, most of which 

currently come from the B2C business with end users. 

"We are very enthusiastic about our partnership with Hella. We are convinced this 

cooperation will help us to continue our growth on the polish market, provide an ultimate 
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service for our customers and enhance relations with our present partners”, says Piotr 

Wrzesniewski co-founder of iParts. 

HELLA itself has been operating in the Polish online distribution since 2015 with its 

UCANDO (www.ucando.pl) brand that very quickly enjoyed strong brand recognition 

and a broad market penetration. The iParts acquisition is expected to raise 

technological synergies and accelerate future growth. The two strong online brands 

UCANDO and iParts will therefore both be continued in order to systematically address 

specific customer segments and further broaden the overall customer approach.      

 

Please note:  
This text and corresponding pictures are also available from our press database on:  
www.hella.com/press 

HELLA KGaA Hueck & Co., Lippstadt: HELLA is a global, family-owned company, listed on 
the stock exchange, with approx. 34,000 employees at over 125 locations in roughly 35 
countries. The HELLA Group develops and manufactures lighting technology and electronic 
components and systems for the automotive industry and also has one of the largest retail 
organizations for automotive parts, accessories, diagnostics, and services within Europe. 
Complete vehicle modules, air-conditioning systems, and vehicle electrical systems are also 
produced in joint venture companies. With more than 6,000 people working in research and 
development, HELLA is one of the most important innovation drivers on the market. In addition, 
with sales of EUR 6.4 billion in fiscal year 2015/2016, the HELLA Group is one of the top 40 
automotive suppliers in the world and one of the 100 largest German industrial companies. 
 
For more information: 
Dr Markus Richter 
Company spokesperson 
HELLA KGaA Hueck & Co. 
Rixbecker Straße 75 
59552 Lippstadt 
Deutschland 
Tel.: +49 (0)2941 38-7545 
Fax: +49 (0)2941 38-477545 
Markus.Richter@hella.com  
www.hella.com 


